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Abstract
Ethernet, which has traditionally been the dominant
technology in Local Area Networks, is now facing new
challenges due to the fact that networks have scaled
and today’s applications require more bandwidth and
increased robustness against failures. The limitations
of Ethernet are mainly imposed by the Spanning Tree
Protocol, which is necessary to prevent loops and pro-
vide redundancy in a switched network. The success-
ful deployment of Ethernet over MPLS in the metro
area have proved that Ethernet LANs can be further en-
riched with the services enabled by the label switching
technique. In this article, we propose a new LAN in-
terconnection technique based on label switching, which
enhances network services, simplifies switch functiona-
lities, while remaining flexible enough to be easily de-
ployed in most LAN environments.
1. Introduction
Ethernet is the most popular LAN technology in use
today due to its high performance, its ease of use and
maintenance. Enriched with VLAN capabilities, Eth-
ernet switching offers a way to further enhance net-
work services, by easing adds, moves, changes, and in-
creasing performances. An Ethernet switch intercon-
nects multiple LAN segments, and confine traffic only
to those segments the destinations are connected to.
The switched LAN distance coverage is then extended,
since each segment has available to it the maximum
distance allowed by the technology. The Spanning Tree
Protocol, STP ([11]), is used in a switched LAN to pre-
vent loops in the interconnection, and provide alterna-
tive paths if a link or switch fails.
As a result of its successful evolutions, Ethernet has
now entered various other areas, such as metro net-
works. Also, LANs have scaled and today’s applica-
tions need more bandwidth and reliability. It is then
a strong requirement that LAN technologies must of-
fer greater extensibility, performance and robustness
against failures. The STP, which is used to prevent
loops and provide redundancy, imposes several limi-
tations to switched LANs. First, it provides a conver-
gence time of 30 to 50 seconds, which is not accept-
able for today’s applications. Even with improvements
like the Rapid STP and Multiple STP, the convergence
time can grow up to a few seconds. Then, because it
blocks links to prevent loops, it can lead to inefficient
use of network resources. Although this is not a prob-
lem in most LAN where the bandwidth is low cost
and over provisioned, blocking a WAN or MAN link
may have greater impact on the overall network per-
formance.
In order to overcome Ethernet switching limitations,
the idea of combining Ethernet with label switching
technique has been investigated, first with ATM LAN
Emulation ([12]), and more recently with the introduc-
tion of Ethernet over MPLS in metro networks ([1, 2]).
However, since ATM and MPLS are primarily designed
for carrier-grade networks, they do not fit well with the
requirements for low cost and simplicity of LANs.
In this paper, we introduce Laidanet, an Ethernet
LAN interconnection technique based on label switch-
ing. The goal of Laidanet is to provide Ethernet LANs
with the services enabled by the label switching tech-
nique, while keeping the switch functionalities as sim-
ple as possible, and without changing end stations op-
eration.
The rest of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2
presents an overview of Ethernet switching and the mo-
tivations for our work, section 3 presents Laidanet op-
eration and some applications, section 4 discusses its
interests, its challenges, and comments experimenta-
tion results, and then comes the conclusion.
2. Transparent Bridging
2.1. Principles of Operation
An Ethernet switch interconnects many LAN seg-
ments, and confines traffic on the segments where it is
destined, rather than wasting bandwidth on other seg-
ments.
Figure 1: A Switched Ethernet
2.1.1. Frame Forwarding When a frame is received
on any port, the switch looks up the destination ad-
dress in its address table, and determines the port to
which that address maps. The frame is discarded if the
port on which the frame is received is the same port
where the target destination resides. When a switch
performs the lookup in the address table, it can hap-
pen that the destination address is not in the table.
The switch then forwards the frame onto all ports, ex-
cept the one on which it arrives. Thus, flooding will per-
mit the communication with destinations unknown to
the switch, in the event that the destination is present
on some switch port other than the port of arrival.
2.1.2. Address Table Generation The switch ad-
dress table can be built automatically by considering
the source address in received frame. The switch per-
forms a table lookup for an entry corresponding to the
source address. If an entry is not found, the switch cre-
ates a new entry for this newly-learned address, with
the port mapping indicating the port on which the
frames arrives. If an entry is already in the table, the
port mapping is updated. This allows the switch to
properly map stations that have moved from one LAN
to another.
A switch ages out entries of its address table when
the related stations have not been heard for some pe-
riod of time. When it performs table lookup for the
source address, it also flags the entry as being still ac-
tive. On a regular basis, the switch removes the entries
that have not been flagged for some period of time. The
aging process helps restricting the entries in the address
table to only those stations that are known to be cur-
rently active.
2.1.3. The Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) The
Spanning Tree Protocol was defined as the standard
loop resolution protocol. It calculates, configures and
maintains a tree topology in the switched LAN. A
switch is elected as the root of the tree, and for each
and every link in the LAN, a single switch is respon-
sible for forwarding traffic from the root to that link.
This is the designated switch. If the designated switch
has two ports on the same link, only one port is elected
as the designated port for this link. The Spanning Tree
is completely defined by the set of designated switches
and designated ports. All other ports are blocked, and
do not forward frames. On a regular basis, switches ex-
change BPDU with their neighbors, so they can recal-
culate the spanning tree if the tolopogy changes.
2.1.4. VLAN A switched LAN defines as a single
broadcast domain: broadcasted frames are forwarded
to all stations, wasting bandwidth on the whole net-
work. A VLAN ([4, 7, 8]) is a group of end-stations,
perhaps on multiple physical LAN segments, that are
not constrained by their physical location and can com-
municate as if they were on a common LAN. VLAN
allow a network administrator to logically segment a
LAN into different broadcast domains. Broadcasted
frames are forwarded only to a those stations which are
member of the same VLAN. There are several ways in
which VLAN membership can be defined: port group-
ing, MAC-layer grouping, and network-layer grouping.
VLAN were developed as an alternative solution
to using routers to contain broadcast traffic. In addi-
tion, VLAN can ease the establishment of virtual work-
groups, and automatically track membership if a sta-
tion moves, or if a workgroup changes. The advantages
of VLANs over switched LANs are performance, secu-
rity, simplified administration and reduced costs.
2.2. Motivations of our Work
2.2.1. Preserve Switched LAN Concepts The
original rationale for the development of LAN switches
is LAN extension, both in terms of distance and num-
ber of stations. A switched LAN offers the possibility
configurations that are not available to the shared LAN
user. Novel concepts introduced by switching are sepa-
rate access domains, extended distance limitations, in-
creased aggregate capacity and data rate flexibility.
In a shared Ethernet LAN, the CSMA/CD MAC al-
gorithm ([5]) is used to arbitrate the use of the shared
channel, also defined as an access domain or a collision
domain. Stations in the same access domain can ex-
perience access contention, with the resulting collision
and backoff. In a switched LAN, each switch port ter-
minates the access domain associated with that port.
There can not be collisions between stations connected
to different ports.
Switches allow to extend the distance coverage of a
LAN, since each switch port has available to it the max-
imum distance provided by the technology.
A switched LAN provides greater data carrying ca-
pacity than a shared LAN. In a shared LAN, the LAN
capacity is shared among all of the attached devices.
Since a switch provides dedicated capacity on each
port, the total LAN capacity increases with the num-
ber of switch ports.
All devices connected to a given shared LAN must
operate at the same data rate, while independant LANs
can operate at different data rates. This allow flexibility
in deploying stations at different data rates; high per-
formance is provided where needed without burdening
all users with the cost associated with a faster LAN.
2.2.2. Overcome Switched LAN Limitations A
robust, reliable network needs to transfer traffic effi-
ciently, provide redundancy and recover quickly from
faults. In a switched Ethernet network, the STP of-
fers redundant connections and eliminates the danger
of data traffic loops. The original STP typically recov-
ers a link failure within 50 seconds. While such an out-
age was acceptable when the protocol was designed,
today’s applications (voice and video, for example) re-
quire much faster network convergence.
Ethernet switches are also used to interconnect
geographically-separated locations using WAN links.
While the STP will properly resolve loops in such con-
figurations, some important issues arise from the dif-
ference between LAN and WAN technologies. WAN
links offer significantly lower data rates, higher er-
ror rates and higher costs than LAN links. Conse-
quently, the overhead imposed by the STP consti-
tutes a greater percentage of the available capacity,
and blocking a WAN port will have greater im-
pact on throughput and delay.
2.2.3. Take Advantage of Label Switching in
Ethernet LANs The idea of combining label switch-
ing technique with Ethernet have been investigated
with ATM LAN Emulation, and more recently with
the introduction of Ethernet over MPLS in metro net-
works. The goal is to provide end users with the high
bandwidth of Ethernet, and further enhance services
with the traffic engineering capabilities offered by ATM
or MPLS. Ethernet over MPLS is now a strong candi-
date for deploying metro networks services.
However, ATM and MPLS are primarily designed
for carrier-grade networks. They offer much more func-
tionalities than needed in LAN environment, conse-
quently they are too complex and too expensive to be
effectively deployed in most LANs.
2.2.4. Separate Bridging from Bridges An orig-
inal solution was proposed in [3] to overcome the in-
creasing complexity of the Internet routing architec-
ture: clearly separate the routing architecture from the
forwarding architecture. The routers simply forward
packets (for the most part), and the routing function-
ality is moved to a Routing Control Platform where
its complexity can be better managed. Such an archi-
tecture simplifies network configuration and preserves
backward compatibility. Routes are selected based on
high level goals rather than manipulation of complex
routing protocol attributes.
The Laidanet ’s design takes advantage of this
paradigm. The network configuration is moved to a
control entity, and the switches simply forward frames.
3. Switching in Laidanet Networks
Laidanet stands for Label In Destination Address
Network. It results from an attempt to combine label
switching with Ethernet in order to enhance LAN per-
formance and services, while keeping bridge functiona-
lities as simple as possible. A Laidanet network is com-
posed by a set of Ethernet hosts, interconnected by a
set of label switching bridges, all managed by a Con-
troller (figure 2).
Figure 2: A Laidanet Network
The hosts connected to a Laidanet network are stan-
dard Ethernet end stations, whose behaviour remains
unchanged. They run an address resolution protocol to
query their correspondant MAC address, and they send
the frames in destination of the resulting address.
The switches form the Laidanet core. Their forward-
ing decision is based on the label carried in the frames.
The Controller is a logical entity rather than a
physical node. It is the central element of a Laidanet
network: it configures switched paths in the network,
based on the topology and the communication needs of
end-stations and switches.
3.1. Laidanet Configuration
Because the behaviour of hosts connected to a
Laidanet network must be kept unchanged, it is
a strong requirement that Laidanet networks are
auto-configurable, and operate transparently.
The figure 3 illustrates how Laidanet is configured.
The main steps are topology discovery (TD), Controller
configuration (CC) and switch configuration (SC).
Figure 3: Laidanet Configuration
3.1.1. Topology Discovery To compute and con-
figure paths in the network, the Controller must main-
tain an up-to-date representation of the entire network
topology. To discover their neighborhood, the Laidanet
switches exchange topology discovery messages among
them, and analyse the frames end-stations send on the
network. Each switch reports its local topology to the
Controller, which is then able to derive the topology of
the entire network.
3.1.2. Controller Configuration The Con-
troller computes and configures a set of paths, based
on the network topology, and the communication
needs of switches and end-stations. Then, it summa-
rizes this information in two tables: the Host Table
and the Path Table (figure 3).
There is an entry in the Host Table for each and
every station connected to the network, which indi-
cates the MAC address, the switch the station is con-
nected to, and the label (so called host label) identify-
ing the station within this switch. There is an entry in
the Path Table for each and every unidirectional path
configured in the network, which indicates the ingress
and egress switches, and the label (so called path la-
bel) which causes a frame entering the ingress to fol-
low this path.
3.1.3. Switch Configuration The Controller also
configures a Host Table and a Path Table in every
switch, whose content differs from its one (figure 3).
There is an entry in the Host Table for each and ev-
ery station directly connected to a local port, which in-
dicates the MAC address, the associated host label, and
the port to which the station is connected. There is an
entry in the Path Table for each and every path cross-
ing the switch, which indicates the corresponding in-
put label, output label and port. In the egress switch
of a given path, the output label and port have null val-
ues, indicating the end of the path.
3.2. Laidanet Operation
3.2.1. Address Resolution The figure 4 illustrates
the Laidanet address resolution mechanism, with focus
on the target MAC address field of the request.
Figure 4: Address Resolution in Laidanet
The Laidanet switches receive and analyse all ad-
dress resolution requests. When the target station is
not connected to a local port, they forward the request
to the Controller.
On receiving such a request, the Controller first de-
termines the target MAC address, and then looks up
its Host Table and Path Table respectively for the cor-
responding host label and path label. In figure 4, the
path label (L12 ) is the one associated to the path be-
tween the S1 and S2, while the host label (LD) is the
one associated to the station D in the switch S2. The
Controller finally returns a special MAC address (so
called a labelled MAC address) in which the path la-
bel and host label are embedded, rather than the real
MAC address of the target host.
3.2.2. Frame Forwarding On receiving a labelled
frame, a Laidanet switch (S1 in figure 5) looks up its
Path Table for the entry indexed by the incoming path
label, writes the indicated output label in the path la-
bel field, and forwards the frame to the indicated port.
Figure 5: Frame Forwarding in Laidanet
In the egress switch (S2 in figure 5), the output la-
bel and port have null values. The switch then looks
up its Host Table for the entry indexed by the incom-
ing host label, writes the indicated MAC address in the
Destination Address field, and forwards the frame to
the indicated port. The target host then receives a nor-
mal Ethernet frame.
3.3. More About Labels in Laidanet
3.3.1. Relationship Between Labels in Con-
troller and Labels in Switches In Laidanet, the
Controller returns two labels (one from its Path Ta-
ble and one from its Host Table) to hosts in address
resolution replies. The switches use these labels to for-
ward frame. For Laidanet to operate properly, the
same two labels must be found as input label respec-
tively in the ingress switch Path Table and the egress
switch Host Table.
3.3.2. MAC address Format In Laidanet, the la-
bels are carried in the Destination Address field of the
standard Ethernet frame. Thus, the Laidanet frame
format is the same as the Ethernet frame format, while
the MAC address format is different.
The 24 bits length Organizationally Unique Identi-
fier (OUI) has a constant value which distinguishes la-
belled frames from other Ethernet frames. The labels
are carried in the remaining 24 bits.
3.3.3. Label Space and Forwarding Table Size
Given p the length of the path label, h the length of the
host label, and the hypothesis that each switch has two
labels allocated for each pair of interconnected LAN,
a Laidanet can connect 2
p
2 LANs with 2h hosts each.
The maximum table size in a switch is 2p+2h. Minimis-
ing the table size leads to p = h, hence both path label
and host label are 12 bits length, for a maximum ta-
ble size of 8192, which allow up to 262144 hosts to be
connected to a Laidanet.
3.4. Additional Services
Thank to the use of label switching, explicit rout-
ing can be easily implemented in Laidanet, as well as
more efficient fault protection techniques, with very few
(and even no) extra processing or traffic in switches.
3.4.1. VLAN Implementing VLAN in a Laidanet
network only requires modifications to the Controller.
A VLAN column is added to the Host Table and Path
Table, and filled according to the VLAN membership
rules defined by the network administrator. The Con-
troller will send a reply to an address resolution re-
quest only if the source and target hosts are members
of a same VLAN.
Figure 6: VLAN Implementation in Laidanet
VLAN implementation in Laidanet is very flexible,
since membership in a single VLAN can be defined
with any combination of port grouping, MAC-layer
grouping, and network-layer grouping. A station can
be member of multiple VLANs, and there is no limit to
the number of VLANs that can be defined in a Laidanet
network. Since the switch operation and the frame for-
mat are not modified by the VLAN implementation,
there is no performance degradation, and the VLAN
functionality can be added, updated and removed with-
out any change to the switches.
3.4.2. Explicit Routing An administrator can
manually setup a path and add the corresponding en-
try in the Controller ’s Path Table. The associated label
will then be returned in labelled addresses to the sta-
tions, causing traffic to follow this path.
Figure 7: Explicit Routing in Laidanet
This technique can be used to reserve some links
for particular traffic, or balance traffic between multi-
ple paths. In figure 7 for example, the 10baseT links
are used only for traffic between stations, while the
100baseT links are reserved for traffic between stations
and the server.
3.4.3. Protection Against Fault The Controller
can configure alternative paths, and setup the switches
to immediately switch the traffic on those paths when
a fault occurs, as depicted in figure 8.
Figure 8: Protection Against Fault in Laidanet
A Laidanet network could then recover quickly from
faults, and experience lower fault-related error rates.
4. Discussions
In this section, we discuss Laidanet benefits, and we
present some results of our performance evaluations.
4.1. Advantages and Challenges
4.1.1. Why is Laidanet a Good Alternative for
LAN Interconnection? While designing Laidanet,
we expected that its benefits will mainly derive from
two features. The use of the label switching technique,
which allow to enhance the services provided, and the
presence of the Controller, which results in the simpli-
fication of switch functionalities.
Since there are two labels in a frame, the traffic is ag-
gregated in the switches. Only one bidirectional path
is necessary to forward the traffic between any two
LANs interconnected by Laidanet switches, regardless
of the number of hosts in each LAN. The forwarding ta-
ble size is then reduced, particularly in core switches.
Since labels are carried in a standard Ethernet frame
field, the network do not experience extra traffic load
due to the use of labels. Moreover, there is no need for
an adaptation layer between peripheral LANs and the
core Laidanet network. The use of label switching tech-
nique allow the use of more advanced traffic manage-
ment techniques in the network, such as explicit rout-
ing and protection against faults.
Thanks to the presence of a Controller, the switch
functionalities are simplified. They do not implement
the STP, and they run the Backward Learning pro-
cess only for a subset of hosts: those directly connected
to a local port. All the configuration is managed by
the Controller, which then insures that the network is
loop-free. Since the STP is no more used, a Laidanet
network offers a better utilisation of its resources, since
all ports on switches can be made active without any
risk of loops in the network.
4.1.2. Which Challenges are Introduced by
Laidanet The Controller is at a central posi-
tion in a Laidanet network. In other to minimize the
risk of fault, a distributed implementation may be en-
visaged, at the cost of a higher complexity in both
processing cycles and traffic load.
The Laidanet operation depends on the address res-
olution protocol in use in the network. The Controller
and the switches must be able to understand and inter-
act with the address resolution mechanism for each L3
protocol in use in the network. Moreover, the Laidanet
operation requires that the address resolution requests
are either broadcasted or multicasted by the hosts.
There is no way to interact with a host-internal ad-
dress resolution mechanism, as it is the case for mul-
ticast address resolution or for hard coded address as-
sociation. Laidanet switches must also be able to han-
dle these particular cases, for example by recognizing
the corresponding addresses and replacing them with
the right labels before forwarding.
4.2. Implementation and evaluation
We implemented Laidanet by modifying the bridge
module of the Linux 2.4.22 kernel. Modifications in-
clude forwarding table definitions, forwarding functions
and user space utilities. We performed comparative
performance measurements on both Laidanet and stan-
dard Ethernet bridging.
4.2.1. Measurement Environment We car-
ried our experimentation on a set of Linux boxes,
Pentium III with 500 MHz processor and 128 Mb mem-
ory. Following the standard of RFC 2544 and RFC
1242 for benchmark performance testing, we per-
formed throughput and latency measurements for
a range of different frame sizes. In order to have a
more accurate view of the incidence of Laidanet, we
ran the same tests on two linear topologies, respec-
tively with 2 and 3 switches. We also measured CPU
occupation during all tests.
We used the netperf utility for throughput and la-
tency measurements, and the sar utility (provided un-
der Linux in the sysstat package) for CPU occupation
measurements.
4.2.2. Results and Comments The results are
summarized in the following diagrams.
The diagrams in the figure 9 respectively repre-
sents the throughput and latency measurements. In
the topology with two switches, Laidanet performs al-
most equally well as Ethernet switching, while in the
topology with three switches Laidanet performs better.
The difference is noticeable on transaction rates and
throughput, both for UDP and TCP traffic. During all
the tests, the average CPU occupation percentage mea-
sured with sar was 27.66% for Ethernet switches, and
26.61% for Laidanet switches.
The search algorithm implemented in the switches
is very simple: input labels of 12 bits length are used as
indice of the forwarding table. However, the real MAC
address mut be written in the frames before they are
forwarded to the destination station. Laidanet is then
more interesting when there are at least two switches
in the interconnection. Laidanet switch functionalities
are simplified because they do not implement the STP,
hence a lesser CPU occupation percentage.
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Figure 9: Throughput and transactions rate measure-
ments
5. Conclusion
As a result to its successful evolutions, Ethernet, the
most popular LAN technology in use today, has now
entered various other areas, such as metro networks.
Also, today’s networks have scaled and applications
need more bandwidth and reliability. In a switched
LAN, the Spanning Tree Protocol is used to prevent
loops and provide alternative paths. But due to its high
convergence time and its restrictions on network re-
sources utilization, it imposes many limitations to Eth-
ernet LANs.
The combination of Ethernet and label switching
have been investigated to overcome these limitations
and enhance LAN services, first with ATM LAN Emu-
lation, and more recently with the introduction of Eth-
ernet over MPLS in metro networks. Although the pro-
posed architectures do not fit well with the require-
ments for low cost and simplicity of most LANs, they
proved that Ethernet switching could be further en-
riched with the services enabled by the label switching
technique. It also appeared that in a switched network,
separating the forwarding architecture and the bridg-
ing architecture was a good way to simplify both con-
figuration and switch functionalities, while preserving
backward compatibility.
Laidanet results from the combination of Ether-
net, label switching, and bridging-forwarding separa-
tion. Thanks to these concepts, the network configura-
tion is easier, the switch functionalities are simplified,
and the network still provides standard Ethernet ser-
vices to end stations. Laidanet then offers enhanced
configuration capabilities (explicit routing, protection
against faults) and better performances than standard
switched Ethernet LANs.
However, the Laidanet design introduces new chal-
lenges in switched LAN. First, the Controller is lo-
cated at a central position. To secure the network, a
distributed implementation must be envisaged, so the
network can still operate correctly if a single instance
fails. Then, the Controller and the switches should be
able to understand and interact with the address res-
olution mechanism for each L3 protocol in use in the
network. Otherwise, an alternative mechanism must be
provided to map MAC addresses to the right labels.
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